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ABSTRACT 

Female representation on screen has been widely discussed and criticized throughout 

history. Both the film and television industries succumb to portraying females in gender 

conforming ways that construe the concept of femininity. Through these misportrayals, 

stereotypical identities are placed upon women; these characterizations, in turn, 

become ingrained into the idea behind female inferiority. This thesis analyzes why those 

depictions exist, how they inadvertently impact the way that women are viewed in 

society, and how active viewers can combat these portrayals.  
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PROCESS ANALYSIS STATEMENT 

For my Honors College thesis project, I decided to do something that includes all 

of my fields of study: Telecommunications, Digital Media, and the Honors College. I did 

this through creating an interactive website that focuses on female characters in 

television and the ethical implications of their portrayal. By constructing a website, I was 

able to incorporate the design and technical skills that I have learned through my Digital 

Media minor. By analyzing films and characters, I was able to incorporate the film 

knowledge that I have obtained through my Telecommunications major. Finally, by 

analyzing gender stereotypes and the implications they have on society, I was able to 

apply some of the historical and humanities-based ideas that I have studied in the 

Honors College. All of these elements came together to create a functioning website 

that contains scholarly research on femininity and how the misportrayal of females 

further impacts women in society. 

 After receiving approval from the Honors College, I began my website 

development and research. First, I made wireframes of my website through a program 

called Figma. This allowed me to strategically place and visualize how I wanted the lay- 

Site Map Link 

https://www.figma.com/file/jhxKF7RIoM9vppXNhS0iER/THESIS-PROJECT?node-id=0%3A1
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out of my website to be. Once I had that completed, I was then able to start creating 

graphics, choosing a color scheme, and developing a timeline of my project goals. I was 

able to finalize those creative choices through a mood board and style guide. 

 

Mood Board Link 

 

 

Style Guide Link 

 

Once those technical aspects of my thesis came together, I began my research. 

In order to have a strong grasp on the concepts of femininity and representation, I first 

https://www.figma.com/file/jhxKF7RIoM9vppXNhS0iER/THESIS-PROJECT?node-id=3%3A90
https://www.figma.com/file/jhxKF7RIoM9vppXNhS0iER/THESIS-PROJECT?node-id=4%3A2
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educated myself on the reasons why females are portrayed the way they are. Some of 

these reasons include the male gaze, racism, and stereotypes. This research then 

prompted me to look into specific examples of the misrepresentation of females in film 

and the impact of those representations. As my researched further developed and came 

together, Dr. Emily Rutter and my writing accountability group members in Honors 499 

provided me with feedback and suggestions to strengthen my project. Then, when I was 

more comfortable with my research, I began developing my website and implementing 

the elements and aesthetics from my original layout that I created in Figma. For most of 

my project, I developed my website through a program called WebFlow. I pay to have a 

subscription through WebFlow, and really enjoy using its website building abilities. 

However, I wanted to ensure the longevity of my project, and knowing that I may cancel 

my WebFlow subscription in the future (which may impact my final website), I decided to 

switch over to the platform WIX. In doing so, some of my original layouts and aesthetics 

changes, but it all came together very well. 

In order to make sure that my final product was accessible, I conducted a user 

test with individuals from three different age groups. I asked them to complete three 

goals and then rank my website. The results are as followed: 

 

Goal 1: Have the website serve as a representation of my research.  

• Task 1: Explore each page of the website. 

Goal 2: Have an aesthetically pleasing and well functioning site. 

• Task 2: Find ten images that pertain to the focus of the website. 
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Goal 3: Encourage users to do more research and/or reach out to me with any 

questions. 

• Task 3: Find the link I attached for external sources, and then send 

me an email directly from my website.  

 

Participant 1: Doug, Age: 57 

Ratings (1-5): 

Aesthetics: 4, Accessibility: 4, Comprehensiveness: 5 

 

Participant 2: William, Age: 34 

Ratings (1-5): 

Aesthetics: 4.5, Accessibility: 5, Comprehensiveness: 5 

 

Participant 3: Jessica, Age: 19 

Ratings (1-5): 

Aesthetics: 5, Accessibility: 5, Comprehensiveness: 5 

  

Rating Averages: 

Aesthetics: 4.6/5, Accessibility: 4.67/5, Comprehensiveness: 5/5 

 

Findings: 

The first finding that I got from my user testing was how my website has extra space 

on the right side of my page. This only bothered my first participant, Doug. When he 
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would scroll down on the page, it would sometimes show, and this was a distraction for 

him. I did not know that this extra space existed, and I think it makes my website seem 

somewhat unfinished. While fixing this, I learned that larger text boxes can sometimes 

extend further than the website page, and that box can then stretch out the page further 

than it should be.  

My second finding from my user testing was that my lighter background and white 

text sometimes were hard to read - especially with thin fonts. For example, some of my 

body paragraphs blended in and were harder to see because of the lack of contrast. I 

overlooked this concept by sticking too much to my theme colors. I learned that I need 

to be more willing to use my secondary colors in more creative ways and that I should 

not be afraid of a little bit of color every now and then. 

The third thing I learned was that my large titles on each page were very helpful to 

users and helped grab their attention. This element then prompted them to continue 

looking at my website pages simply out of curiosity. Additionally, they liked that they 

kept consistency throughout my pages and contributed to the overall theme that I 

created throughout. The final thing I learned from my user testing was how beneficial 

white space can be. On my characters page, my users found it to be a bit cluttered. On 

the other hand, they enjoyed the space that was on my homepage; they found it easier 

to read and a lot easier to follow. To fix the cluttered feel of my character page, I ended 

up removing a graphic to make sure that I could space out my content and give my 

viewers a break when scrolling down my pages.  
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As seen above, each individual had to rate my website on a scale from one to five 

(one being the worst and five being the best) on aesthetics, accessibility, and 

comprehensiveness. My aesthetics averaged a 4.6/5, my accessibility averaged a 

4.67/5, and my comprehensiveness averaged a 5/5. I was very content with these 

results as they were overwhelmingly positive. From these ratings and verbal feedback 

provided from my participants, I was able to learn what was both good and bad about 

my website. I then made my final adjustments and finalized my project. My final website 

can be found here. 

 In summation, I strongly believe that by having each of the fields I studied during 

my undergrad included, my project was much more multidimensional and 

comprehensive. Additionally, it shows how interconnected the departments and the 

different fields of study at Ball State can be. That interconnectivity is what I fell in love 

with when visiting Ball State as a potential student, and I wanted it to reflect in my final 

project here on campus as well. Through the process of creating this project, I learned a 

lot about my own abilities and limitations. I have had many large projects throughout my 

academic career, but this specific project really taught me a lot about myself. Not only 

did I prove to myself that I can do scholarly worthy work, but I can also manage my time 

effectively. The skills that I have gained throughout this process are ones that I am 

hoping to carry with me throughout my future in the workforce, and I am very grateful to 

have had the opportunity to conduct a project that relates to so many aspects of my 

education.  

Final Website Link 

 

https://rachaelgarland07.wixsite.com/my-site-1
https://rachaelgarland07.wixsite.com/my-site-1
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INTRODUCTION 

Throughout history, the portrayal of female figures in film and television have 

changed and adapted as the flaws of female representation were revealed. Tied to their 

stereotypes, females are commonly misrepresented in the media, and as a result of 

this, film and television consumers begin to interpret females as their stereotypes in real 

life. Ultimately, women suffer at the expense of these misrepresentations due to how 

their stereotypes can be dehumanizing and identity altering. Unfortunately, there are still 

many industry practices that prevent these stereotypes from disappearing. In this essay, 

I will be exploring why these misrepresentations occurs, how they impact the female 

image, the implications of this misportrayal, and how to better combat the distortion of 

females on screen.  

Femininity is an incredibly fluid term that is stunted by the overwhelming amount of 

stereotypes around it. These stereotypes range from demanding certain behaviors, 

fashion choices, hobbies, appearances, and more. This not only restricts women, but it 

also creates a set of standards for them in society. Julia Wood, a professor from the 

University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, describes how femininity is centered around 

the idea of the ‘good woman’. Wood claims, “Good women are pretty, deferential, and 

focus on home, family and caring for others,” (Wood, 33). Wood goes on to describe the 

‘good woman’ as “subordinate to men,” (33). Due to the commonality of this stereotype, 

the idea of the ‘good woman’ drives the characterization of women in the media. Since 

there is already a lack of females on screen, these stereotypical castings are what 

disseminate through both film and television (Wood, 31). Thus, serving as the basis of 

society’s interpretation of femininity.  
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CAUSES OF MISREPRESENTATION 

One concept that greatly contributes to both the misconceptions and overall 

portrayal of women in film and television is the male gaze. The male gaze is when a 

heterosexual male gendered individual uses women’s sexuality and identity in film to 

further appease and empower men. This dynamic creates a pleasure motivated type of 

viewership with women being used as a means to satisfy male viewers. For example, 

the male gaze “projects it's phantasy on to the female figure which is styled accordingly. 

In their traditional exhibitionist role women are simultaneously looked at and 

displayed...Mainstream film neatly combines spectacle and narrative,” (Mulvey, 62). 

With such a heavy focus on looks, the male gaze inadvertently limits females to their 

appearances and creates unachievable standards. Unfortunately, the image that the 

male gaze promotes further embeds stereotypical feminine qualities into the fabric of 

society. By making this the norm, it allows the male gaze to continue to skew society’s 

interpretation of women without any impact on their product’s (film/show) viewership or 

success. Not only does this further victimize females, but it also discourages accurate 

representation. 

The idea of the female spectacle construes the motive of female inclusivity on 

screen; instead of casting females for their natural abilities, they are used as a means to 

appeal to men. This hurts the female image and further allows unachievable standards 

for women to continue to exist. There is a great amount of irony in this because women 

end up being victimized for the same qualities that the media and stereotypes urge 

them to obtain (Wood, 36). For example, the male gaze wants women to be seductive, 

yet when women try to be, they get slut shamed. The male gaze wants women to stay 
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at home, clean, and take care of any offspring, yet when women choose to do this, they 

get called lazy. The examples go on, each belittling females in their own way. Due to 

how large scare this victimization is, it spans much farther than just femininity. Because 

the male gaze is so specific and focused on heteronormative ideas, it discriminates 

against and fails to include other groups such as the LGBTQ+ community, marginalized 

communities, and many others. All together, this underrepresentation creates an 

unrealistic image of society on screen that in turn hurts these community’s identities and 

positions in society.  

For instance, many women of color are poorly represented due to deep-seated 

racism that drives the narratives within film and television. These racist ideas paired 

with the male gaze either fail to include marginalized women entirely and/or they create 

construed ideas of these women. Hooks, a black activist, wrote how, “Most of the black 

women I talk with were adamant that they never went to the movies expecting to see 

compelling representations of black femaleness. They were all acutely aware of 

cinematic racism…to enhance and maintain white womanhood,” (Hooks, 119). This lack 

of representation not only makes these marginalized women appear to be inferior to 

others, but it also makes them start to believe that they are. This is due to the direct link 

that can be drawn between representation on screen and an individual’s interpretation 

of themself. The industry’s choice of ignorance greatly impacts an individual’s sense of 

identity and worth. As these characterizations and depictions continue to be pushed 

through film and television, the racism and oversexualization of women continue to 

disperse and impact more and more women, especially underprivileged women, who 

simply want to see themselves when consuming these forms of media. 
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ETHICAL AND CULTURAL IMPLICATIONS  

Several studies have looked at the portrayal of female characters to see how their 

depiction directly impacts its viewers; these studies have brought to light many 

interesting findings regarding how both media consumers and females view themselves 

after watching portrayals of other women on screen. One study concluded that through 

the oversexualization of women on screen, young children and young adults are taught 

that women are supposed to appeal to heterosexual men. They stated how 

“...adolescents’ exposure to a sexualized media environment is associated with stronger 

beliefs that women are sex objects,” (Peter & Valkenburg, 1). This is important to note 

because it shows how easy it is for viewers to comprehend and digest the portrayal of 

women on screen. Furthermore, this proves how viewers' perception of female 

characters directly impacts their beliefs and interpretation of women in real life. This 

degrades women while pushing a hypermasculine agenda (Wood, 39).  

As mentioned previously, there are many other stereotypes and misrepresentations 

surrounding females, aside from being sexualized, that ultimately impact how one views 

the female gender. For instance, another study was conducted to evaluate how violent 

women in films were depicted. They found that “...respondents praised violent women 

for stereotypical feminine characteristics and condemned them for using violence,” 

(Meyer, 1). Because of this, a majority of the participants felt more inclined to dislike 

female characters who possessed any type of violent nature. The violent woman has 

gradually become the antagonist of the stereotypical complacent woman in society. As 

seen in this study, the misportrayal of women on screen not only misinforms individuals 

on femininity, but it can also coax viewers into conforming to stereotypical gender 
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ideologies through the manipulation of female characters. As a consequence of this, 

viewers tend to foster animosity toward characters who stray from gender norms.  

As mentioned earlier, BIPOC (black, indigenous, and people of color) especially 

struggle with representation due to both the male gaze and racism in the industry; 

although the film and television industries have contributed more time and energy into 

better including people of color in their films as of recent, many producers still struggle 

with portraying them correctly. In many cases, BIPOC are still made to be extras or 

outsiders in movies and shows. Hooks describes this as a feeling of otherness (Hooks, 

3). This idea of ‘otherness’ continues to diminish the strides that the media has made to 

be more inclusive as it prohibits the full expression of one’s identity by limiting them on 

screen. On top of that, it greatly impacts one’s self confidence and idea of oneself. 

Hooks further went on to say how she and many other black females want to change 

their appearance because of how they are portrayed as something so different than the 

standard of beauty. She remembers a specific instance with her friend’s daughter who 

struggled with her identity after constantly seeing white women with fair skin and 

straight hair in the media. She states how even though her friends dedicated their time 

to reassure their black daughter, “she has internalized white supremacist values and 

aesthetics in a way of looking and seeing the world that negates her value,” (Hooks, 3). 

Unfortunately, this issue is still incredibly present today, and it is negatively contributing 

to the interpretation of BIPOC women in society. However, through better 

representation, society can work toward a more just and inclusive media, but us as 

viewers need to recognize when the misrepresentation of these women crosses a line 

and become detrimental to their existence. 
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CHARACTERS 

There are many characters who have both thrived and suffered at the expense of 

female representation. As viewers, it is important to acknowledge these representations 

in order to gain a better perspective on how to advocate for a more inclusive media. 

Below, are several prominent female film and television characters as well as a 

summation of their portrayal on screen: 

Unlike many female hero portrayals, Diana Prince, better known as Wonder Woman, 

is portrayed as a strong, capable, and powerful individual. Many 

viewers grew fond of her character and embraced her strength 

rather than disapproving of its lack of gender conformity. 

However, her character was still built on the foundation of 

appeasing men and the male gaze. This can especially be seen 

through her nonfunctional wardrobe. However, actress Gal 

Godot does a great job of owning her femininity and sexuality 

while not allowing it to define her character. This is important 

because it shows how a woman's sexuality is her own, and it should not be dictated by 

the heteronormative ideals of today. 

Nyota Uhura brought diversity into the Star Trek world. 

This was very important as she was representing the black 

community and females in a new space. Unfortunately, her 

character was still made to fit both the white gaze and male 

gaze. Because of this she was oversexualized at times and 

given gender typical duties. She was also made to look like 

(Downham, 2020) 

(Harris, 2018) 
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the other white women in the show which somewhat counteracts the intent of 

implementing diversity into Star Trek by whitewashing the film. However, despite the 

fault in her portrayal, she still acted as a role model for black individuals at that time, 

and her representation was very important. Her character serves as a milestone that 

can be congratulated but also used as a point of references when asking industries to 

do a better job of portraying BIPOC and marginalized women. 

 M, a spy, is portrayed as a strong, intelligent, and independent woman who is not 

afraid to stand up to others or challenge the norms. Previously, 

the role of M was played by three other male actors. So, 

having Judi Dench play this role was significant because it 

removes the inferiority of women in this film by proving that a 

woman can do exactly what males previously did. Not only 

does this empower women, but it also shows that female 

characters do not have to be sexualized in order for them to 

have power and achieve great feats.  

The television show, I Love Lucy, made great strides by having a multiracial couple 

in it - which was the first of its kind. However, main 

character, Lucy, plays into her 1950s traditional female 

gender roles. She stays at home, she wears feminine 

clothes, and she abides by her husband. This is done 

intentionally to expose the absurdity of said gender roles. 

For example, Lucy always desired to be more than just a 

housewife, but her husband, Ricky, desperately wanted 

(Low, 2018) 

(Popular Timelines, 2021) 
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her to remain at home. So, she would try to combat these roles by going to great 

lengths to get a career. The exaggeration of this narrative explicitly shows the negative 

impact of the male gaze. So, although this show does confine Lucy to stereotypes, it 

does so in a way to reveal the skewed conventions of the industry.  

Sophia, from Orange is the New Black, is portrayed authentically and shows the 

issues that surround individuals who are transgender. Her character is not made into 

something she is not to simply appease the series, and that is incredibly important. One 

aspect that greatly aided in a successful portrayal of 

Sophia is the casting of a transgendered woman. Laverne 

Cox was able to bring authenticity to this role while also 

normalizing transgender actors/actresses in the film and 

television industry. This helps encourage future directors 

and producers to stray away from stereotypical roles and 

to cast marginalized actors and actresses instead of 

taking away roles by whitewashing films. 

Each of these characters have contributed to the portrayal of females in film and 

television in their own way. It is important to understand the producer’s motivation 

behind these female characters because it can further aid in understanding how 

females are presented in the media and in understanding how to combat the intrusive 

ideas of the male gaze and racism that are portrayed through their characterization. On 

top of this, by looking at how a character is portrayed, viewers can better understand 

the progress that still needs to be made by judging both the negative and positive roles 

and actions from all women characters. 

(Greenberg, 2013) 
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CORRECT PORTRAYAL OF FEMALES 

Similar to how the incorrect/stereotypical portrayal of women can corrupt the idea of 

female gendered individuals, the correct portrayal of women can lead to positive 

interpretations of women. Studies have been done to show how representing genders 

and race correctly correlate to positive behavior and engagement. One specific study 

looked into the importance of positively representing women in film, and they wrote, 

“…the characters that run counter to the stereotypical portrayals in entertainment media 

are able to evoke strong relationships with the audience,” (Hoewe and Sherrill, 28). 

They go on to conclude that female characters who hold lead roles and defy 

stereotypes, do an excellent job of relating with their audience (28). This proves how 

impactful and important the correct portrayal of females can be as long as the media 

continues these positive portrayals. When correct representations occur, individuals 

who suffer at the expense of the male gaze and racism finally feel as though they can 

relate to a character and see themselves behind the camera. As Hook described, 

misportrayals can be incredibly detrimental to one’s self image and confidence, so these 

correct portrayals are crucial milestones toward a future comprehensive, accepting, and 

self-accountable industry. 

As an active viewer, it is important to support and campaign for positive 

representations and more inclusive media. This will not only challenge the status quo of 

the film and television industry but also encourage viewers and consumers to adopt the 

practices of inclusivity as well. As seen above, the portrayal of women directly impacts 

how individuals portray and respect women in real life – both negatively and positively. 

Dismantling the standards of femininity is a group effort, so be an accountable 
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consumer: research, advocate, and support the correct depiction of women. It is 

important to be a voice for those who have none. By encouraging and praising positive 

female portrayals in film, the standards of the film and television industries will gradually 

evolve and listen to their viewers, and females will finally have characters that they can 

genuinely identify with. As the stereotypes of women collapse, the true fluidity of 

femininity will prevail. Thus, creating media that portrays the truth. 
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